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This has been a difficult couple of weeks. Everywhere I go people are still expressing deep 

sadness for the terrorist attacks in New York, Washington, DC, and Pennsylvania. I feel 

fortunate, as a man of faith, that many of the discussions I have with people are about how we 

need to heal from this and how we really hope that the government will not react too quickly to 

this situation. Most UU's I talk with understand that this situation affects everyone, regardless of 

ideology.  

I went to my local bakery, 'The Upper Crust' and talked with the owner. He and I have become 

good friends. He asked me when I thought all the people in the United States would be getting 

over all this. He wants everything to just go back to the way it was before this happened. I had no 

clear answer for him, because I do not think we can return to life as it was before this incident. I 

do realize that many of us have tried; we simply went back to work and tried to numb out.  

I also went to a little sandwich shop around the corner from Emerson Unitarian Church, and 

while I was waiting for my order I got to talking with a man reading the paper. He said that he 

was pleased with how the government is handling this terrorist situation. He felt that President 

Bush had picked a great Cabinet to help him in such a crisis. While he and I talked I came to 

understand that we both really want the same thing: cool heads and a broader understanding of 

the issues involved in this crisis. This man may not represent everyone in the United States, but 

he did give me hope that maybe there were more Americans who were getting through their 

anger/rage over this incident and starting to look at the bigger picture. In my heart I hope he is 

representative of many Americans.  

While I do not advocate numbing out I do think that returning to our jobs and lives is what we all 

will do; however, life is different now. We cannot just sit by and allow events to unfold without 

our direct input. As Unitarian Universalists, we need to continue to express our feelings about 

this situation; we need to sit down with others who may have a differing viewpoint and not be 

afraid to say what we believe. Let us spread the word that there is more to consider here than 

retaliation; let us spread the word that we do not want more deaths. It is time to let our spirit out 

into the world. Let the flame of our living faith shed its light out into the world, for we can-and 

do-make a difference. 

 


